Eastern Michigan State Fair
4-H Market Sheep Record Book
Cloverbud

Name:

Club:

PROJECT PLANNING
Who do you plan to borrow a lamb from to use for showmanship?
What is your age (as of Jan. 1)?
Color the lamb to match the lamb you plan to show.

What breed is your lamb?

Is your lamb a ewe or a wether?
Parts of the Lamb

Directions: Write the number from the arrow next to the correct part of the lamb at the bottom of the page.

Words:
Neck  Ear  Loin  Leg  Hoof  Dock
P V Z N C X Z Q E E R V U Y S
E E S W O E G R M S I A A O T
E K Z R M T I K B I A H Y R R
H D D R U H T O V C F O C A A
S E W E S W C U V R G K D M W
Q S G P E A B S M E P R M C M
X G M T J I H P Q X S Z A T G
W A H M S A O U S E I R O I D
H E W S V K L O F F U S W V N
R D A I P K S H E A R S A V R
R R N E S N X B W R Z V T X C
G G H A L T E R M O Q B E S K
S X G M C U V K W A O H R K T
W N E G V G H Z W V L L N V C
Z E C X C L N Z X U D K E Q A

EWE
GRAIN
HAMPSHIRE
LAMB
SHAVINGS
STRAW
WETHER

EXERCISE
GRASS
HAY
MUTTON
SHEARS
SUFFOLK
WOOL

FAIR
HALTER
JACOB
RAM
SHEEP
WATER
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PICTURES OF YOUR PROJECT...
You may include pictures of you and your lamb at the beginning and end of your project. You may include a maximum of 8 pictures.